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The evidence from Fukushima: nuclear
power means nuclear catastrophe
Source: http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2027

Once again the evidence shows that nuclear technology can never be 100% secure.
The risks are so frightening that the conclusion is obvious: it is imperative to
abandon nuclear energy, and to do so as quickly as possible. This is the first
lesson of Fukushima, one which raises absolutely fundamentamental social and
political questions, requiring a real social debate about an alternative to the
capitalist model of infinite growth.

What has happened is entirely predictable: yet another major nuclear "accident".
At the time of writing, it is not yet certain that it will take on the dimensions of
a disaster similar to Chernobyl, but that is the direction in which things, alas,
look set to evolve. But whether it develops into a major disaster or not, we are
once again faced with evidence that the technology can never be 100% secure.
The risks are so frightening that the conclusion is obvious: it is imperative to
abandon nuclear energy, and to do so as quickly as possible. This is the first
lesson of Fukushima, one which raises absolutely fundamental social and political
questions, requiring a real debate throughout society about an alternative to the
capitalist model of infinite growth.

A dangerous technology
Windscale in 1957, Three Mile Island in 1979, Chernobyl in 1986, Tokai Mura
in 2000, and now Fukushima. The list of accidents at nuclear power plants
continues to grow. It simply could not be otherwise and it is not necessary to be a
doctor of nuclear physics to understand why.

A nuclear plant works somewhat in a similar way to a kettle, with the elements
in a kettle corresponding to the fuel rods in a nuclear plant. If there is no water
in the kettle and the elements heat up, there is a problem, and in much the same
way the central fuel rods must be continuously submerged in water. The steam
produced by the resulting boiling water turns turbines that generate electricity.
The plant consumes large quantities of water, the circulation of which is ensured
by pumps.

If the pumps fail, the water runs out and the overheated bars start to deteriorate.
If water is not added quickly, the heat produced by the reaction in the bars is
such that they melt and fall to the bottom of the tank (which corresponds to the
chamber of a kettle). This tank is in turn enclosed in a double ring of security;
we all recognise the outer sillouette of the reactor. If this does not withstand
the intense heat of molten bars and it cracks, radioactivity is released into the
environment, with fatal consequences.

http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2027
http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2027
http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2027
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A fragile technology
The reaction that occurs in a power plant is a chain reaction: uranium nuclei are
bombarded with neutrons, and when it absorbs a neutron, a uranium nucleus
splits in two and releases a large amount of energy (nuclear fission) while also
releasing more neutrons, and each of these can cause the fission of another
uranium nucleus. Once the reaction starts, it continues all by itself. The only way
to control and monitor the temperature is to insert between the fuel rods bars
made of alloy that can absorb neutrons without causing fission. This can cool the
core of the reactor. But this cooling takes some time, during which the fuel rods
must remain bathed in water, otherwise they might overheat.

The proponents of nuclear power repeat tirelessly that the device is extremely
safe, particularly because, in the case of failure of the mains supply, the pumps
can be supplied with energy thanks to emergency generators. The accident in
Fukushima shows that those assurances are not worth much: because of the
earthquake, the stations have automatically triggered a chain reaction, as might
be expected in such circumstances. There was therefore no more power to operate
the pumps. The generators should have started automatically, but unfortunately
they were out of order, drowned by the tsunami. The cooling water is insufficient,
as the fuel rods were exposed from 1.8m to over three meters (for a total length
of 3.71 meters). This overheating caused an overpressure and a chemical reaction
(electrolysis of water cooling) which produced hydrogen. The technicians then
released vapor to avoid the explosion of the tank, but hydrogen apparently then
exploded in the reactor, causing the collapse of the dome of the building, and
steam was released into the environment. This scenario was apparently repeated
in a second reactor.

Just like Chernobyl
The distribution of freshwater having been interrupted by the tsunami, the
technicians used the water from the nearby sea. Several American experts have
said that this was typically an "act of desperation." According to them, it evokes
the vain attempts to avoid the melting of the core of the reactor at Chernobyl,
when employees of the plant and heroic volunteers poured sand and concrete
onto the reactor, paying with their lives. Thhe level of radioactivity measured
80 km from Fukushima is already more than 400 times the permissible levels.
Six brave Japanese journalists armed with Geiger counters visited Futaba Town
Hall, located 2km from the plant and found that the radioactivity levels exceeded
the measuring capacity of some of their devices! Currently, it is estimated that
a Japanese citizen is receiving every hour a dose of radioactivity considered
acceptable in one year.

As the French network "Sortir du nucléaire" said in a statement, "we are to
believe that a dramatically high level of radioactivity in a wide area around the
plant, including the health consequences does not have serious consequencers for
the health". We should not believe the statements about immunity to the fallout:
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the precedent of Chernobyl showed that a radioactive cloud could contaminate
vast regions. Everything depends on the force with which the particles are sent
into the atmosphere. In the case of a very violent explosion, the radioactive
elements may rocket to the altitude of jet streams, the strong winds that prevail
at high altitudes. In that case, the fallout could affect areas far removed from
Fukushima.

Two agonizing questions
The radioactivity comes mainly from two elements: Iodine-131 and Cesium 137.
Both are highly carcinogenic, but the former has a lifetime in the atmosphere of
about eighty days, while the second remains radioactive for about 300 years. On
Sunday March 13, more than 200,000 people were evacuated. The authorities
decreed an exclusion zone of 20 km around the first reactor in Fukushima, and 10
km of the latter. The presence of Cesium 137 is particularly worrying.

Precise information is lacking: Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) and the
Japanese authorities are more than likely hiding a part of the truth. The two most
worrying questions which arise are whether the fusion of the bars is controlled
or if it continues, on the one hand, and also if the structure containing the tank
will blow up. According to Ken Bergeron, a nuclear physicist who has worked on
simulations of accidents in power plants, this structure "is certainly stronger than
Chernobyl, but much less so than Three Mile Island. Specialists are not disguising
their concern: "If they do not regain control of it all, we will move from partial
melting to a full meltdown, it will be a total disaster," said one expert (Le Monde,
March 13, 2011).

But the worst of all would be the meltdown of the core of the second reactor,
which exploded on March 13. Indeed, the fuel is MOX, a mixture of depleted
uranium oxide and plutonium 239. Plutonium 239 is in fact a waste recycling
product of conventional uranium power plants. Its radioactivity is extremely
high and its "half-life" (the number of years needed to reduce by half the level of
radioactivity) is estimated at 24,000 years. The Japanese are familiar with this
element and its fearsome consequences: the nuclear bomb dropped on Nagasaki
at the end of World War II was based on Plutonium-239 ...

An unacceptable risk
After the Chernobyl disaster, nuclear advocates have said that poor Soviet
technology, poor safety standards and the bureaucratic nature of the system were
the basis of the accident. If we are to believe them, nothing similar could occur
to plants based on good capitalist technology, especially not in "democratic"
countries where the legislature shall take all necessary security measures at all
levels. Today we are seeing that these claims are not worth a damn.

Japan is a country of high technology. Fully aware of the seismic risk, the
Japanese authorities have imposed strict standards for plant construction. The
reactor 1 Fukushima even included a double safety device, with some generators
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supplied with fuel and others battery operated. Neither has done any good,
because the most sophisticated technology and most stringent safety standards
will never provide an absolute guarantee, given the possibility of natural disasters
or possible criminal acts by insane terrorists (not to mention human error). We
can reduce the risks of nuclear power, but we can not remove them entirely. If
it is relatively small but the number of plants increases, as is the case now, the
absolute risk may increase.

It is very important to make the point that this risk is unacceptable because it is of
human origin, it is preventable, and it is the result of investment decisions made
by small circles of people, focused on their profits without proper democratic
consultation of the people. To write that "nuclear accidents (sic) in Japan
are far from causting the loss of as many lives as the tsunami," as it said in
Belgium’s Le Soir editorial (14 March), is to ignore the qualitative difference
between a unavoidable natural disaster and completely preventable technological
catastrophe. To add that "like any complex industrial process, energy production
from the atom has a substantial risk" (ibid.) also ignores the specificity of the
nuclear risk, which includes the fact that this technology has the potential to wipe
the human race off the face of the earth. We must relentlessly hunt down and
expose these types of excuses, which reflect the enormous pressure exerted at all
levels by the lobby of the nuclear industry.

The risk on our own doorstep
If specialists do not hide their utmost concern, policies flaunt their stupidity.
Asked on the afternoon of March 12, the French Minister of Industry, Mr.
Besson, said that what is happening in Fukushima is "a serious accident, not
a catastrophe." To justify his own pro-nuclear policy, the British secretary of
energy, Chris Huhne, found nothing better to say than to point out the weakness
of the seismic risk in the UK, adding that it would draw lessons from what
happens in the Land of the Rising Sun so that, ultimately, security will be even
better... These same pitiful arguments are used with variations by all governments
who have decided either to stay the course (France), or have been converted
(Italy) or are challenging the policies of nuclear power which were established
under the pressure of public opinion after Chernobyl (Germany, Belgium).
Objectives: To prevent panic and thereby to prevent a new mobilization of
the anti-nuclear movement from torpedoing the ambitious plans for nuclear
development which exist on a global scale.

To call these arguments unconvincing would be something of an understatement.
In Western Europe, in particular, fear is more than justified. In France, a leader
in the field of nuclear energy, reactors do not meet seismic standards of reference.
According to the Network "Sortir du nucléaire" EDF ieven went to the lengths
of falsifying the seismic data to avoid having to recognize and invest at least 1.9
billion euros to bring the reactor up to safety standards. Most recently, the courts
dismissed an application for closure of the nuclear Fessenheim (Alsace), the
oldest French nuclear reactor, also situated in an area of high seismic risk. In
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Belgium, Doel and Tihange are designed to withstand earthquakes of magnitude
5.7 to 5.9 on the Richter scale. However, since the 14th century, these regions
have experienced three earthquakes with a magnitude greater than 6.

It is also worth noting that there are no longer enough engineers with specialized
training in power plant management, and the nuclear emergency plan only
provides for evacuation of an area 10 km around a plant, which is totally
inadequate. The prolongation of the active lives of the facilities is another
concern. It now stands at in 50 years, whereas incidents are increasing in plants
with only twenty years of existence. Thus, because of their age, nineteen of French
reactors have unresolved anomalies in their relief systems of cooling ... the same
that have failed in Japan. Etc., etc..

A social choice
We have to abandon nuclear energy, as completely and as quickly as possible.
This is perfectly possible technically, and it should be noted in passing that the
efficiency of nuclear power is very poor (two thirds of the energy is dissipated
as heat). The debate is primarily a political one, a debate society must have that
ultimately poses a choice of civilization. Because here is the nub of the problem:
we must phase out nuclear power and, simultaneously, abandon fossil fuels, the
main cause of climate change. In just two generations, renewables must become
our sole energy source.

However, the transition to renewables requires huge investments in energy
efficient solutions, so sources of greenhouse gas emissions become more and
more supplementary. In practice, energy transition is only possible if energy
demand decreases dramatically, at least in developed capitalist countries.
In Europe, this decrease should be about 50% by 2050. A reduction of this
magnitude is not feasible without a significant reduction in material production
and transportation. We must produce and carry less, otherwise the equation
will not balance. This means that such a transition is impossible in the capitalist
system, because the pursuit of profit under the whip of competition inevitably
means growth, ie capital accumulation, which inevitably leads to an increasinng
quantity of goods, putting increased pressure on resources.

This is why all the responses to the climate challenge presented by capitalists
rely on sorcerer’s apprentice technology , of which nuclear is the flagship. The
"bluemap" energy scenario of the International Energy Agency is telling in this
regard: it proposes to triple the number of nuclear power stations by 2050, which
would involve building a new gigawatt power plant every week. This is madness,
pure and simple.

An alternative to this vicious system is more urgent than ever. It requires that we
produce less, which means a radical reduction of working hours, and therefore
a redistribution of wealth. It also involves collective ownership of energy and
finance, because renewables are more expensive than other sources, and will
remain so for twenty years at least. It demands planning at all levels, from local
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to global, in order to balance the rights of the South to development with the
preservation of the ecological balance. It ultimately requires the realisation of
the ecosocialist project, of a society producing for the satisfaction of real human
needs, democratically determined, in accordance with the rhythms and the
functioning of the ecosystem.

Without such an alternative, capitalist growth will always cause more disasters
without providing for social needs. That is, ultimately, the terrible lesson of
Fukushima.

 Daniel Tanuro, a certified agriculturalist and eco-socialist environmentalist,
writes for “La gauche”, (the monthly of the LCR-SAP, Belgian section of the
Fourth International).

The worst is unleashed in Fukushima!
Source: http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2031

The gravity of the situation is worsening by the hour at the site of the nuclear
power station at Fukushima, in Japan. The managers of the installations are
apparently no longer in control of the sequence of events. The risk is growing of a
disaster as serious, indeed more serious, as that of Chernobyl.

The complex at Fukushima Daichi has six boiling water nuclear reactors designed
by General Electric. The power of these reactors varies from 439 MW (reactor
1) to 1067 MW (reactor 6). The fuel for reactor 3 is MOX (a mixture of depleted
uranium oxide and plutonium), the others function with uranium. The dates
of entry into service stretch from March 1971 to October 1979. So they are old
machines, generally more than twenty years old, and are increasingly showing
signs of wear and tear leading to incidents. In addition to the reactors, the site
comprises silos for storage of solid waste. The operator of the station, the Tepco
group, is known for not providing complete and reliable information on the latter.

Reactors 5 and 6 were shut down before the earthquake. The risks seem limited
here, but a slight increase in temperature was noted on Tuesday March 15.
However, various serious accidents have affected the four other reactors: four
hydrogen explosions, a fire, and three partial core meltdowns.

The problems began in reactor Number 1 on Tuesday March 16. It seems that
the reactor core melted down by 70%, and that of reactor Number 2 by 33%,
according to the operator of the power station (New York Times, March 15). The
information on the core meltdown of reactor Number 3 is contradictory but,
according to the Japanese government, the reactor vessel of this installation was
damaged (Kyodo News, March 15).

According to the French ASN, "there is no doubt that there has been the
beginning of a core meltdown on reactors 1 and 3, and it is undoubtedly also the

http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2031
http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2031
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case on reactor Number 2” (Le Monde March 16). The reactor vessel of reactor
2 would not appear to be sealed either (Le Monde, March 15). According to the
IAEA, a hydrogen explosion was followed by a violent fire in reactor 4. Here
also the reactor vessel was damaged, but this reactor was shut down during the
tsunami, so the risk of radioactive leakage was less.

An accident also affected the waste fuel storage ponds. In these installations, as
in the power station reactor vessels, the fuel rods need to be constantly cooled
by a current of water. As there is no longer enough water, the temperature of the
rods has risen to the point of bringing the remaining liquid to boiling point, and
the excess pressure has opened a beach in the containment system (BBC News,
March 15).

The situation is out of control
The heroic power station workers are currently sacrificing their lives (like the
“liquidators” of Chernobyl before them), but they no longer control the situation.
They have tried to cool the reactors by using sea water. This was a desperate
operation whose possible consequences are unknown (since sea water contains
a whole series of components liable to enter into reaction with those of the
installations).

Failure. The temperature is such that in some installations (the pools notably)
the workers can no longer get close. The attempt to pour water on the reactors by
helicopter had to be abandoned as the radioactivity was too high. According to the
Japanese safety agency, the dose rate (measure of radioactivity) at the entry to the
site is 10 millisievert per hour (10 mSv/h), ten times the level acceptable in a year.

The Chernobyl disaster seems to be replicated before our eyes. The result could
even be worse than in the Ukraine twenty five years ago. Indeed, in case of total
meltdown of reactor number 3, the reactor vessel would probably break and
the fuel in meltdown would spread in the containment system which would
not hold. In the nightmare scenario, it would be no longer isotopes of iodine,
caesium or even uranium which would be released into the environment, but
rather Plutonium 239, which is the most dangerous of all radioactive elements.
We would then enter an apocalyptic scenario of death in all the zones affected by
radiation, the extent of these being according to the force and altitude with which
the particles would be ejected into the environment.

A mass mobilisation to end nuclear power!
Let us hope that we will be spared, the balance sheet is already horrible enough
without this. But we are very conscious of the fact that this could happen and
we draw the conclusion that it is necessary to put an end to nuclear power,
totally and as quickly as possible. Not only civil nuclear power but also military
nuclear power (the two sectors are inextricably linked). Mobilise en masse for
this, everywhere, around the entire world. Get onto the streets, occupy symbolic
places, and sign petitions. Nuclear power is the technology of the sorcerer’s
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apprentice. We should demonstrate our categorical rejection by all means
possible, individually and collectively. We should create a wave of indignation and
horror so that the powers that be will be obliged to bend to our will.

No credit should be granted to the governments. At worst, they claim that
the cause of the Fukushima disaster – the most violent tsunami for around a
millennium – is “exceptional”, thus unique, that earthquakes of this magnitude
do not threaten other regions of the world and so on. This is the refrain of the
French and British partisans of the atom, relayed by their political friends. As if
other exceptional and thus unique causes (an air crash, a terrorist attack and so
on) could not lead to other disasters in other regions!

At best, governments announce a verification of safety standards, or a freeze on
investment, or a moratorium on decisions of extension of existing power stations,
indeed even the closure of the most dilapidated installations. This is the line
adopted most spectacularly by Angela Merkel, who has made a 180° turn on the
question. The risk is great that in most cases this line seeks above all to quieten
people down, without radically renouncing nuclear power.

Because capitalism cannot simply renounce nuclear energy in the short term. A
system which is congenitally productivist cannot abandon the growth of material
production, thus of increasing inroads on natural resources. The relative progress
of efficiency in the use of these resources is real, but more than compensated by
the absolute increase in production. Given the other threat which weighs –that of
climate change, given the physical and political tensions (the revolutions in the
Arab-Muslim world!) which weigh on the supply of fossil fuels, the question of
energy is truly the squaring of the circle for this bulimic system.

Dare for the impossible, dare for another society!
Definitively, the only realistic solution is to dare for the impossible: to
advance the perspective of a society which does not produce for profit but
for the satisfaction of real human needs (not alienated by the commodity),
democratically determined, in the prudent respect of natural limits and the
functioning of ecosystems. A society where, basic needs being satisfied, human
happiness will be measured against a yardstick of that which forms the substance
of it: free time. Time to love, play, enjoy, dream, collaborate, create, learn.

The road to this indispensable alternative does not rely only on individuals
carrying out in ecologically responsible behaviour (indispensable though such
behaviour is), but on the collective and political struggle for ambitious but
perfectly realisable demands, such as:

— the radical and collective reduction of working time, without loss of wages, with
compensatory hiring and drastic reduction of speed of work. It is necessary to
work less and produce less;

— the suppression of the incredible mass of useless or harmful production, aimed
at artificially swelling markets (obsolescence of products), or to compensate for
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the human misery of our existence, or to repress those who revolt against the
latter (the manufacture of arms). With reconversion of workers employed in these
sectors;

— the nationalisation without compensation of the energy and finance sectors.
Energy is a common good of humanity. Its collective reappropriation, breaking
with the imperatives of profit, is the indispensable condition for an energy
transition which is just, rational and rapid towards renewable sources. This
transition will also demand considerable resources, which justifies amply the
confiscation of the assets of the bankers, insurers and other capitalist parasites;

— the radical extension of the public sector (free quality public transport, public
undertaking of housing insulation and so on) and an equally radical withdrawal
from the commodity and from money: free basic goods like water, energy, bread,
up to a level corresponding to a reasonable consumption.

Capitalism is a system of death. Fukushima should increase our desire for an eco-
socialist society, the society of producers freely associated in the prudent and
respectful management of our beautiful planet Earth. There is only one of them.

 

Japan’s unecessary and predictable
nuclear crisis
Source: http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2034

Where the first two catastrophes were natural and unpredictable, a nuclear
meltdown is entirely unnatural and entirely predictable. Whereas the 2010 Gulf
Oil spill showed the inherent dangers of the oil economy, the current nuclear
crisis in Japan shows that nuclear power is not a solution. As we approach the
25th anniversary of the Chernobyl disaster, it’s time to shift away from both oil
and nuclear and towards good green jobs for all.

Triple catastrophe – but one was avoidable
Japan has been hit by the worst crisis since 1945, as an earthquake and tsunami
have killed at least 10,000, destroyed tens of thousands of buildings, displaced
hundreds of thousands, and left millions without power or water. As the nation
braces for more aftershocks, people have resorted to using sea water in an
attempt to prevent a nuclear meltdown, with radiation having already leaked,
leading to a mass evacuation.

According to Greenpeace :

“We are told by the nuclear industry that things like this cannot happen with
modern reactors, yet Japan is in the middle of a nuclear crisis with potentially

http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2034
http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2034
http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2034
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devastating consequences… The evolving situation at Fukushima remains
far from clear, but what we do know is that contamination from the release
of Cesium-137 poses a significant health risk to anyone exposed. Cesium-137
has been one if the isotopes causing the greatest health impacts following the
Chernobyl disaster, because it can remain in the environment and food chain for
300 years.”

Where the first two catastrophes were natural and unpredictable, a nuclear
meltdown is entirely unnatural and entirely predictable. According to the local
anti-nuclear group, Citizens’ Nuclear Information Centre :

“A nuclear disaster which the promoters of nuclear power in Japan said wouldn’t
happen is in progress. It is occurring as a result of an earthquake that they said
would not happen…and we warned that Japan’s nuclear power plants could be
subjected to much stronger earthquakes and much bigger tsunamis than they
were designed to withstand.”

Health meltdown
The nuclear crisis comes a month before the 25th anniversary of the Chernobyl
disaster, the largest nuclear meltdown in history, which showered Europe in a
radioactive cloud causing a quarter of a million cancers, 100,000 of them fatal. As
of this writing, the disaster in Japan is already the third worst in history, behind
Chernobyl and the Three Mile Island partial meltdown in 1979, and comes only
12 years after a fatal overexposure of workers at a nuclear plant in Tokaimura,
Japan.

Even without the inherent risk of a meltdown, nuclear power is a threat to health.
As climate campaigner George Monbiot wrote more than a decade ago :

“The children of women who have worked in nuclear installations, according to a
study by the National Radiological Protection Board, are eleven times more likely
to contract cancer than the children of workers in non-radioactive industries. You
can tell how close to [the nuclear plant in] Sellafield children live by the amount
of plutonium in their teeth.”

Add to this the morbidity and mortality or working in uranium mines and the
dangers of disposing of radioactive waste, and you have negative health impacts
at every stage of nuclear power [1]. Despite this, governments have invested
massively in the nuclear industry and globalized the risk. Canada has exported
nuclear reactors while building seven of its own, and despite concerns about
safety the Ontario government plans on investing $36 billion into nuclear power
at the same time as it is backing off wind power.

Reasons and excuses
While nuclear power is a clear and present danger to the health of the planet and
its people, it is a thriving industry driven by economic and military competition.
Dr. Vandana Shiva — who studied as a nuclear physicist and now leads the
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climate justice movement in India—has exposed the hypocrisy of U.S. hostility to
Iranian nuclear power when it is doing the same thing to promote nuclear power
and weapons in India as a bulwark against China :

“The nuclear deal with India, in fact, shows the double standards of U.S. nuclear
policy, because for the same things that Iran does — Iran is “axis of evil” — but
India here, through this nuclear agreement, is being told, we will separate civilian
use and military use. Military use will be India’s sovereign decision. I don’t think
it will be India’s sovereign decision, because I think in this deal is a strategic use
of India for Asia, for a containment for China. But in addition to that, there is
turning India into a nuclear market : a sale of nuclear technologies, of nuclear
fuel… Not only will it spread nuclear risks and hazards in India, it will also allow
corporations, like General Electric and others who pollute with carbon dioxide,
as well as them, get quotas through emissions trading and markets for nuclear
technology.”

As Shiva summarized in her book Soil Not Oil :

“nuclear winter is not an alternative to global warming”, and it is a tragedy that
Japan has become the test case against both military and civilian arms of the
nuclear industry — from the atomic bomb 65 years ago to the nuclear meltdown
today. But instead of admitting the problems of nuclear power, the nuclear
industry and its supporters have greenwashed it and presented it as a solution to
global warming. Some environmentalists, such as Gaia theorist James Lovelock,
have fallen prey to these claims. Lovelock, whose ideas are driven by apocalyptic
predictions and an extreme pessimism, has gone so far as to claim that “nuclear
power is the only green solution.”

While former U.S. president George Bush defended his country’s 103 nuclear
power plants as not producing “a single pound of air pollution or greenhouses
gases,” Dr. Helen Caldicott has refuted the claim in her important book Nuclear
Power is Not the Answer, which proves that even without meltdowns nuclear
power is a threat to the planet :

“Nuclear power is not ‘clean and green,’ as the industry claims, because large
amounts of traditional fossil fuels are required to mine and refine the uranium
needed to run nuclear power reactors, to construct the massive concrete reactor
buildings, and to transport and store the toxic radioactive waste created by the
nuclear process. Burning of this fossil fuel emits significant quantities of carbon
dioxide (CO2) — the primary “greenhouse gas” — into the atmosphere.

“In addition, large amounts of the now-banned chlorofluorocarbon gas (CFC)
are emitted during the enrichment of uranium. CFC gas is not only 10,000 to
20,000 times more efficient as an atmospheric heat trapper (‘greenhouse gas’)
than CO2, but it is a classic “pollutant” and a potent destroyer of the ozone layer.
While currently the creation of nuclear electricity produces only one-third the
amount of CO2 emitted from a similar-sized, conventional gas generator, this
is a transitory statistic. Over several decades, as the concentration of available
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uranium ore declines, more fossil fuels will be required to extract the ore from
less concentrated ore veins. Within 10 to 20 years, nuclear reactors will produce
no net energy because of the massive amounts of fossil fuel that will be necessary
to mine and to enrich the remaining poor grades of uranium.”

The false dichotomy between carbon emissions and nuclear power is also refuted
by those developing the tar sands, who have proposed using nuclear power to
pump tar sands oil.

People power, green jobs
Fortunately there are growing anti-nuclear campaigns uniting indigenous groups,
NGOs and the broader climate justice movement to challenge nuclear power in all
its stages — from mining to use to waste disposal. As Dr. Shiva writes in Soil Not
Oil :

“In 2005, the Navajo banned mining on their reservations, which covers 27,000
square miles across part of Arizona, New Mexico and Utah. In Australia, where
the world’s largest deposits of uranium are located, movements have forced
companies to restrict mining to 10 per cent of the reserves and the Australian
government has recognized the aboriginal owners’ right to veto mining on their
land.”

Meanwhile in Canada, indigenous groups are leading opposition to transportation
of nuclear waste through the Great Lakes and their surrounding communities,
declaring “what we do to the land, we do to ourselves.” Last year the German
government extended nuclear power against the will of the majority but after
news of the leak in Japan, 50,000 people formed a human chain from a nuclear
reactor to Stuttgart demanding an end to nuclear power.

Uniting these campaigns with the labour movement raises the demands of good
green jobs for all, to transform our oil and nuclear economy into one based on
ecological and social sustainability and justice. Instead of the billions in subsidies
for the nuclear industry, governments could be investing in solar, wind and
clean electricity, while retrofitting buildings, which could solve the economic and
climate crises without the inherent dangers of nuclear power.

As Greenpeace wrote :

“Our thoughts continue to be with the Japanese people as they face the threat of
a nuclear disaster, following already devastating earthquake and tsunami. The
authorities must focus on keeping people safe, and avoiding any further releases
of radioactivity… Greenpeace is calling for the phase out of existing reactors, and
no construction of new commercial nuclear reactors. Governments should invest
in renewable energy resources that are not only environmentally sound but also
affordable and reliable.”
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EYEWITNESS: Fukushima - an ongoing
nuclear disaster
Source: http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2113

Eye witness report
Kazuyoshi Sato

 

“I have engaged in the activities of our Fukushima Network for Denuclearization
for more than 20 years, but we are now confronted with the ongoing nuclear
disaster”. On April 3, a public meeting of “Fukushima Nuke disaster: an urgent
report from Iwaki City” was held in Tokyo. The meeting was sponsored by
Citizens’ Nuclear Information Center [CNIC: http://www.cnic.jp], and the 300-
seat assembly hall was full in spite of adverse conditions of a short-notice meeting
at Sunday evening.

Kazuyoshi Sato, a member of Iwaki city assembly, gave his eye-witness
report to the meeting, personally one of his aunts being missing due to the
tsunami. He came to Tokyo as a representative of the Fukushima Network for
Denuclearization in order to file the denuclearizing demands with the Ministry
of Economy, Trade and Industry the next day. The following is excerpts from his
April-3 speech:

I have engaged in the activities of our Fukushima Network for Denuclearization
for more than 20 years, but we are now confronted with the ongoing nuclear
disaster. We are obliged to be conscious of our weakness, and we should
apologize in this regard.

The radiation dose of Iwaki City is 1.2-1.3 micro Sv at the moment, 100-times
higher than that of Tokyo. Coastal areas of the city are in horrible situation as
though they might have been struck at ferociously by air bombers. Iwaki City
has a population of 340,000, and one third of the population is presumed to
have evacuated voluntarily. In my neighborhood, there are not many houses with
electric light on at night. The mass media ran away from the city all together after
the explosions and radiation leakage at the Fukushima nuclear plant. The normal
workings of city lives were paralyzed. Water was cut off over the whole city, and
the water supply started on March 18. Autonomous ability of local communities
are to be tested under such a state of emergency, and it has become clear that
those local communities which have had their own local activities on a day-to-day
basis have the capability to confront the crisis situation.

There are 20,000 people at the evacuation sites, and relief goods do not reach
those sites. The official countermeasures operations have not corresponded to
the actual local realities. There is no privacy at the evacuation facilities, and
there are quarrels among the evacuees necessarily. Residents of my birthplace

http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2113
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Naraba-cho, where the Fukushima No. 2 nuclear plant is located, are worried
seriously, thinking that they might never be able to return to their hometowns.
At the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear plant, there are various systemic damages and
disorders, and its cooling mechanism has not been restored right now: the state
of things will be drawn out. Radiation dose is high, and stresses are building up
among the population.

A new term of school is to start on April 7, and my city-assembly group has been
proposing a two-month suspension of classes. Our group has demanded the
municipal board of education to introduce radiation meters into all the schools,
too. However, the board of eduction has refused our proposal of two-month
suspension, and its position on the radiation meters is to leave the matter to
the discretion of each schoolmaster/mistress or principal. Usually the board of
education decides on anything by itself and does not allow any discretion of each
school. However, our board of education is utterly irresponsible for this kind of
matters.

Since March 11, we have been confronted with a totally new state of affairs: we are
forced to be faced with the radiation exposure under de facto decommissioning
of nuclear reactors. Never being able to get free from this reality, including the
marine contamination, we are obliged to subsist under the despair.

Futaba-cho, where the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear plant exists, was the location
of an army airfield during the World War II. After the war, the Tsutsumi family
of the Seibu capital group bought up the land, and the lot was sold as the nuke
site. Accordingly, we are now realizing the real seriousness of popular sacrifices
that “national policies” might bring about. The electricity that is generated at
the Fukushima nuclear plants is transmitted to the greater metropolitan area,
and it is not consumed at all in Fukushima prefecture. The greater metropolitan
population should not count on Fukushima prefecture for the electricity any
more, and the generating and consuming system of electric power must be
decentralized and localized from now on. TEPCO has filed its plan to build the
7th and 8th nuclear reactors in Fukushima prefecture with the government at the
present point of time. What a horrible entity TEPCO is!

It is really necessary to have a 100,000-strong demonstration, surrounding the
official residence of the prime minister, under the banner of ’Decommission all
the 10 reactors of the Fukushima No. 1 and 2 nuclear power plants!’ and ’Do away
all the nuclear power plants!’ Now is the time to move ahead for the definite and
total denuclearization; if not, when will it be possible for us to do so?

Translated from the JRCL-NCIW joint weekly “Kakehashi”, No. 2170, April 18,
2011: http://www.jrcl.net/

 Kazuyoshi Sato is member of Iwaki city assembly.
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“If we want the world without nuclear
plants, we must challenge the capitalist
system”
Source: http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2124

TEPCO had explained that ‘nuclear accidents such as Chernobyl would never
happen here because Japanese nuclear technologies are excellent’ said Ryota
Sono, 29 years old, a radical peace activist and member of Precarious Workers
General Union. Ryota has initiated protest actions against the Tokyo Electric
Power Company (TEPCO) since the nuclear disaster in Fukushima caused by
the huge earthquake and Tsunami on March 11. His initiatives have gained big
sympathies particularly among young generation. Kenji Kunitomi interviewed
Ryota Sono on April 23th in Tokyo.

Kenji Kunitomi – What is the main motivation for you to call for direct protest
action to TEPCO.

Ryota Sono – Some anti-nuclear groups organized protect action in front of
TEPCO building in Tokyo on next day of earthquake and tsunami,which gathered
only less than 20 activists. But after that there had been no initiatives to call the
action against TEPCO for a week. During that week, there have been series of big
media campaign aiming for “calm down” mass anxieties and angers, as well as
for stirring up nationalist sentiment such as “ Japan should unite” to recover the
worst damage. DPJ(Democratic Party of Japan) government and ruling class are
willing to shut down any people’s voice to criticize nuclear development policies
of successive Japanese governments.

I thought that we should condemn directly TEPCO for its responsibilities causing
these tragedies. TEPCO had explained that ‘nuclear accidents such as Chernobyl
would never happen because Japanese nuclear technologies are excellent’. I could
not allow TEPCO to evade its responsibilities.

How about the people’s reaction to your call for protest action in front of TEPCO
building?

For first one week after I called protest action, the number of people who
gathered with me in front of TEPCO building every evening were only about 10.
But people began to understand more and more that TEPCO hid inconvenient
facts for the company that really occurred in the Fukushima nuclear plants.
People recognized clearly that they had been deceived by TEPCO. From two
weeks after the disastrous earthquake, several hundreds of peoples joined our
action and actively protest to TEPCO, shouting no to nuclear plants! They have
believed that without people’s action demanding to stop the operation of nuclear
plants, another tragic nuclear accident would happen because there are 54

http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2124
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nuclear reactors all around Japan, and many of them are located in seashore site
which easily damaged by earthquake and tsunami.

Many foreign media reported our action, but Japanese media didn’t. I think many
of Japanese big newspapers and TV stations are controlled by big business and
government.

I think your protest actions to TEPCO surely stimulated young people to join
demonstrations against nuclear plants.

I joined the demonstration against nuclear power plants in Koenji, western
district of Tokyo metropolis on April 10th, to which nearly 15,000 peoples, mainly
youth, participated.

For many of them it was the first experience to join any kind of demonstrations.
I always have insisted on young people to organize themselves to rise up
against these criminal human disaster caused by big electric power capitals and
governments. Many participants knew the demonstration through new social
networks such as twitter.

Now we are now planning ‘ One million people’s action against nuclear plants’
all over Japan’ on June 11th . It’s just the day three months after the earthquake,
tsunami and nuclear disaster.

What is your main demand of the project of demonstration on June 11th.

Of course, we would like to build nationwide networks to stop nuclear plants and
to demand TEPCO and government to fully compensate for those who affected
by threefold—earthquake, tsunami and nuclear plants-―disasters for their
responsibilities. But I think our protest should go beyond those demands.

 Even after the Fukushima, Japanese government and capitalist don’t renounce
the project of nuclear plants. They are still developing export of nuclear plants. I
think it is the problem of the system, capitalist system.

If we want the world without nuclear plants, we must challenge the capitalist
system.

 Kenji Kunitomi is a member of the secretariat bureau of the Japan
Revolutionary Communist League, a permanent observer organization of
Fourth International in Japan.
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Fukushima, a slow Chernobyl
Source: http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2116

We can still describe the situation in Fukushima Daiichi as a “slow Chernobyl.”
At the time of the accident at Three Mile Island [in the United States], the fuel
bar was exposed 1 hour and 40 minutes after the accident, and 52% of the core
came into meltdown for about ten hours before the cooling function was repaired.
Despite the explosion of hydrogen, the leakage of radioactivity was limited thanks
to the construction of the reactor, specially reinforced in case of a plane crash due
to the proximity of the airport at Harrisburg.

During the Chernobyl accident, deemed level 7, following the destruction of the
building and core caused by a violent explosion, a large quantity of radioactive
matter was ejected at altitude, spreading for nearly 10 days over a large area
across borders, and strongly radioactive “hot spots” were formed according to
conditions such as wind, geography, and rain.

While foreign government agencies assessed this accident at level 6 since the
hydrogen explosion of the third reactor on the morning of March 15 and the jet
of radioactivity, the Japanese Government continues to place it at level 5, as if
it wanted to conceal its initial criminal delay [1]. This delay, manipulation and
bureaucratic concealment have aggravated the pollution and radiation. France
and the United States - which have atomic experiences in the open air, scattering
fatal ashes and radiation among the peoples and fishers in the surrounding area,
as well as soldiers - participate today in helping with reconstruction and the
removal of radioactive materials by promoting their nuclear power plants.

The worsening of the situation due to delay
The newspaper “Fukushima Minpou” reported on March 28 that the NISA
(Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency) had “delayed taking a series of steps
immediately to avoid the worst expected scenario, the meltdown of the core,
because of the visit of the Prime Minister Naoto Kan to the disaster area carried
out at his request on March 12." According to the weekly “Bunshun” on March 31,
the MP Hattori (Social Democratic Party, SDPJ) stated that "during the visit of
March 12 by the Prime Minister to Fukushima, in the helicopter, the President of
the NSC (Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan) Haruki Madarame told him that
all was well and that there would not be any hydrogen explosion." But eight hours
afterwards, a hydrogen explosion occurred in reactor No. 1. The next day, March
13, when I visited the official residence of the Prime Minister, he complained that
Madarame had guaranteed to him the contrary.”

In 2007, during the Hamaoka trial, Madarame had testified for the accused,
Chubu Electric Power, that: "there will never be any halting of emergency
electricity". We recall that in March last year, the head of the SDPJ strongly

http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2116
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argued inside the Government against Madarame’s proposed appointment to the
position of Chair of the NSC.

The Democratic Party [currently in power], has left outstanding its electoral
commitments on nuclear safety, as well as on the separation of the NSC and the
METI (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry), appointing persons such as
the MP Akihiro Oohata, formerly designer of the nuclear plant at Hitachi, and has
promoted new facilities in Japan and for export. The cause of the delay that we
are experiencing is due to sabotage by supporters of nuclear power.

"To avoid misunderstandings"
Agencies of countries affected by Chernobyl such as Australia, Germany or
Sweden immediately published forecasts on the release of radioactivity from the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power on the Internet. In Japan, this information
was widely relayed on the Internet by people who wanted to correctly grasp the
situation.

The NSC made public for the first time on March 23, the result of the “SPPEDI”
projection, a calculation of the spread of radioactivity controlled by the MEXT
(Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, science and Technology Japan) and it
revealed that there could be “hot spots” of more than 10 milli sievert/h outside
the 30-kilometre radius of the plant. But in reality, the calculation had been
already made from the quantity of ejection of radioactivity estimated for March
15 and the prediction had already been made on March 16. Despite this, the NSC
continued to conceal the result. The SPEEDI was merely a projection, but on
April 4 at Namie Cho, located outside the radius of 30 kilometres, a rate of more
of 10 milli sievert in total (the threshold of caulking) was observed. The JAEC
(Japan Atomic Energy Commission) made it public stating "this will become the
criterion of caulking within a few weeks."

On March 18, the Meteorological Society of Japan called on researchers to
refrain from making public the forecast on the dissemination of radioactive
substances. We also discovered that the JMA (Japan Meteorological Agency)
had calculated this prediction of diffusion after the earthquake of March 11 and
had communicated the information to the IAEA (International Atomic Energy
Agency), but did not make it public. The JMA has justified this concealment "for
fear of being misunderstood" since it was not based on actual observation of the
radioactive substances.  

For all disasters
The earthquake and tsunamis have caused the accident at Fukushima, and this
accident has made clear the difficulties and the danger of nuclear fission through
such a huge complex system under high temperature and overpressure, with a
plant producing not only electricity but also an enormous amount of radioactivity
and heat. In issue 2166 of our newspaper, “Kakehashi”, we spoke of the damage
of the earthquake of the year 869, the “Jyogan earthquake”, and the need to
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reconsider it. When TEPCO reviewed it, it underestimated the frequency of
earthquakes in this scale, placing them every 10,000 to 100,000 years. And the
state confirmed this statement.

The weekly “Kinyobi” in issue number 841 said in its conclusion that “a year
before the Jyougan earthquake (in 869), there had been an earthquake in
Harima-Yamashiro (868), and 6 years prior to Ecchuu-Echigo (863), 9 years after
in Sagami-Musashi (in 878) and 9 years after in Nankai (in 887).” In around 25
years there was a series of large earthquakes, like today and it concluded that "it
is necessary first to stop the 54 reactors that exist currently and not to activate
these reactors until we can deal with radioactive substances in all safety centuries
later." We support this conclusion in principle, but the people who have had to
flee and who are exposed to strong radioactivity will be not satisfied.

To reassure the population, it is necessary that the state and TEPCO declare the
definitive closure of all of the reactors at Fukushima Daiichi, the shutdown of
the plants at Fukushima Daini and Kashiwazaki-Kariwa and that TEPCO (and
the other electricity companies) and other companies in this area mobilize their
resources to “repair” the cooling functions of the reactors at Fukushima Daiichi.
To do this, all available resources should be employed, while closing all nuclear
power plants.

With the shutdown of the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa plant, the “programmed power
cuts” will resume because the big thermal power plants of TEPCO and Tohoku
Electric Power have not yet resumed production. Consequently other sectors
of production will suffer difficulties and will no longer be able to produce. It is
necessary to put an end to these discriminatory cuts imposed for the benefit of
the capital (Tokyo), and instead limit the opening times of offices in the capital so
that the maximum of resources are invested to help the stricken population and
repair the seismic disaster.

This article is translated from the weekly "Kakehashi” of April 11 2011.
Kakehashi is published jointly by the Japan Revolutionary Communist League
(JRCL) and the National Council of Internationalist Workers, two organisations
which cooperate with the Fourth International.

NOTES

[1] Since this article was written, the Japanese government has re-evaluated the
accident as a level 7

http://internationalviewpoint.org/#nh1
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How bad is the Fukushima fallout?
Source: http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2100

The crisis at the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant has released a large
amount of radioactive substances into the air and water, raising serious concerns
over possible health risks.

The government and plant operator Tokyo Electric Power Co. have repeatedly
said there will be no major health impact “for the time being” and that there will
be no “immediate” effects.

But what consequences will the radiation fallout actually have?

The following will examine the impact of radioactive substances on people’s daily
lives, and look at how much radioactive fallout has occurred, possible health
effects and how to prevent exposure.

How much radioactive material has so far been released into the atmosphere due
to the Fukushima accident? Let’s compare the radioactive contamination caused
by the current crisis to past nuclear accidents.

Fallout of cesium-137 has been monitored for every 24-hour period since March
18 at observation points in each prefecture, except quake-hit Fukushima and
Miyagi. Cesium-137 is an international indicator for radioactive contamination.

Monitoring data has shown the total fallout of cesium-137 in Hitachinaka, Ibaraki
Prefecture, for 18 days through Tuesday morning was 26,399 becquerels per
square meter. In Shinjuku Ward, Tokyo, the figure was 6,615 becquerels per
square meter.

Rain on March 21-22—the first since the nuclear crisis began—brought down
a large amount of cesium-137, spreading the contamination to Tokyo and 13
prefectures in and around the Kanto region.

Although many people believe their lives have been free of radioactive
contamination, history shows that radioactive materials were widely dispersed
during the 20th century, sometimes dubbed the Atomic Age.

Domestic studies on radioactive fallout date back to 1957, three years after the
exposure to radiation of the crew of the tuna boat Fukuryu Maru No. 5 after an
atmospheric nuclear test by the United States. One crew member died six months
after the incident.

This test took place amid the Cold War when the United States and the Soviet
Union conducted a large number of nuclear tests. In 1962 alone, at least 178
nuclear tests took place, dispersing plutonium and other radioactive materials
into the atmosphere. In Osaka, 688 becquerels per square meter of cesium-137
was measured in May 1963.

http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2100
http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2100
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The worst case of radioactive contamination was the accident at the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant in Ukraine, then a Soviet republic, in April 1986. About 7
tons of radioactive materials—about 400 times what was released by the atomic
bomb dropped on Hiroshima—were released across the Northern Hemisphere. In
Kanazawa, cesium fallout was 318 becquerels per square meter in May that year.

Areas within 30 kilometers of the Chernobyl plant were incredibly contaminated
—as much as 1.48 million becquerels per square meter in some areas. Residents
in these areas were evacuated. In parts of Germany and other nations, more than
70,000 becquerels per square meter were detected. In Belarus and Moldova, also
Soviet republics at the time, and other nations such as Austria and Finland, the
average amount of fallout exceeded 10,000 becquerels per square meter.

The level of radioactive fallout in Hitachinaka and some other areas in the wake
of the Fukushima crisis is believed to be higher than that reported in the 1979
Three Mile Island accident in the United States, and about the same as that
reported in Europe after the Chernobyl incident.

Fallout levels in the Kanto region have been decreasing this month. Daily
readings have been about the same as the early 1960s when so many nuclear tests
were conducted. Some experts have said these levels pose no threat to people’s
health. However, highly radioactive water leaked from the Fukushima plant into
the ocean could cause severe damage to marine life.

Upper limit changes in a crisis
There are two reference levels for the effects of radiation exposure on health—
one for normal times and another for emergencies. The everyday yardstick for
radiation exposure for ordinary people is set on the safe side.

According to the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP),
the annual intake limit for artificial radioactive substances—excluding natural
radiation such as from cosmic rays and from medical devices such as X-rays—is 1
millisievert (mSv) for ordinary people.

A becquerel is a unit for measuring a substance’s radioactivity, and is equal to the
number of nuclear decays per second. A sievert is a unit to quantify the biological
effects of radiation. Becquerels can be converted into sieverts through a formula
that factors in elements including the type of nucleus and type of radiation
exposure.

Research on atomic-bomb survivors suggests that the incidence of cancer
increases if the radiation dose exceeds 100 mSV. The annual limit of 1 mSv was
set on the grounds that if a person is exposed to this level every year until age 80,
the total radiation dose will be less than 80 mSv.

But during emergencies, such as an accident at a nuclear power plant, this level is
often increased. The Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan has said people should
stay indoors if the annual radiation dose exceeds 10 mSV.
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The ICRP in 2007 issued an advisory saying the annual radiation limit for
ordinary people can be raised to 20 mSv to 100 mSv during an emergency. The
ICRP’s suggestion of this temporary level is based on lessons learned from the
Chernobyl disaster and other incidents.

“Even if people are exposed to 20 mSv of radiation in a year, they wouldn’t
experience any symptoms such as nausea or burns. Raising the upper limit could
increase the risk of cancer, but if there are other merits, such as avoiding the
need to evacuate, it might be a feasible option,” according to Yasuhito Sasaki, an
executive director at the Japan Radioisotope Association.

Whether to change the annual limit on radiation intake from the normal level
to an emergency level is decided by the NSC after considering the scale of the
radioactive contamination and doses in different areas and reporting on this to
the government.

Radiation intake limits for workers at nuclear facilities are set at 100 mSv over
five years, but this limit was raised to 250 mSv following the accidents at the
Fukushima No. 1 nuclear plant.

The ICRP has also issued an advisory that the emergency exposure limit for
rescue and other personnel should be between 500 mSv and 1,000 mSv over five
years.

Yomiuri Shimbun

The Yomiuri Shimbun, Apr. 11, 2011

 

Fukushima and capitalist inhumanity
Source: http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2117

Writing after the Japanese nuclear disaster, Dr Abraham Behar, President of the
Association of French Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (AMFPGN),
asked: “Voices are raised to discuss the fate of the 50 technicians who are doing
what they can in the highly radioactive plant. But who cares about the some 300
others working alongside the fire-fighters and their derisory water jets? [1].

"Working conditions are awful” said Thierry Charles, Director of the Institute
of Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety (IRSN), quoted in an article by
Catherine Vincent [2].Then, it was still difficult for journalists to verify the
extent to which that judgment was justified. The fate of the employees of
subcontracting companies remained in particular "unfamiliar" noted Philippe
Pons, a correspondent for ”Le Monde” who has lived for several decades in
the archipelago. The sociologist Paul Jobin, a specialist on this question,

http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2117
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knew enough to warn: “Without reinforcements, the Fukushima workers are
doomed” [3].

Are the doses of radioactivity received by these workers as dangerous as Jobin
claims? Many “experts” say no, relying on the (notoriously incomplete) official
data and legally authorized “levels” of exposures to radiation - forgetting that
these levels are defined taking account of the needs of the industries concerned
rather than medical criteria: as evidence, they change according to the emergency
and the country, as if the effects of radiation varied depending on the place and
time!

Thus on March 19, the Japanese authorities identified the legal maximum as
up to 250 millisieverts in order to continue to send employees into Fukushima
and reduce population evacuations. Paul Jobin notes that "in normal times in
Japan, the legal maximum exposure is 20 millisieverts (mSv) per year averaged
over five years, or a maximum of 100 over two years, which is already very high,
but one can translate this “emergency” decision as a way to legalize their coming
death and avoid having to pay their families, because cancer risks increase
in proportion to the steep dose. With doses of 250 mSv, the risks of cancers,
mutagenic violations or reproductive risks are very high.” [4]

Beyond the somewhat abstract figures, all this should convince anyone who still
doubts that the health of human beings is not the first concern of industrialists
and governments! All the employees of Tepco - the company responsible for
the site- as well as the fire-fighters and soldiers involved in the plant are at
significant risk; but it is the employees of subcontracting companies who do
the most dangerous work (notably wading in pools of highly radioactive water,
pulling cables to restore electricity, removing debris from the sites, spraying the
reactors deprived of cooling systems and attempting to restart the operation of
the equipment).

There is a history of trimming costs and, despite the harshness of their tasks,
“workers at risk” are poorly fed. “We eat twice a day. For breakfast, energy
biscuits, a dinner of instant rice and canned food” explains Kazuma Yokota, a
supervisor at the plant, to a Japanese television crew. There is no midday meal. In
the early days of the crisis, each worker received only a litre and a half of bottled
water. They sleep (briefly) in precarious conditions on the site of Fukushima in a
building purpose built for resisting radiation, on a mat and with a sheet of lead,
supposed to protect: “employees sleep in groups in the meeting rooms, corridors
or near bathrooms. Everyone sleeps on the floor”. [5]

The "gypsies of nuclear power" as they are called in Japan (they move from plant
to plant, as needed) live 24 hours a day in a contaminated environment. The
protection equipment failed badly. They often only had one dosimeter for two
people - indeed, according to Tepco, after the disaster of March 11, there were
only 320 dosimeters functioning of the 5,000 officially in-store! They wear rubber
or plastic boots. "Working conditions are increasingly dangerous, I don’t think

http://internationalviewpoint.org/#nb3
http://internationalviewpoint.org/#nb4
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you would find other employees who would accept this, a subcontractor said to
the newspaper “Asahi””. [6]

The anti-nuclear movement - and not only the trade unions – must defend these
employees in danger. As noted by Abraham Behar, “only the workers have a
double risk, high doses associated with accidents and low doses like any exposed
and contaminated population […] What solidarity can we, should we, put in place
for the obscure Japanese precarious workers? The trade union movement has
been able to mobilize for temporary workers in nuclear power and the European
Union has taken some draft provisions, and we, what do we do?”

The seriousness of the danger to the Fukushima workers is in no doubt. The
Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare has acknowledged this in its own
way : “It is never good to have any kind of work that requires putting one’s life on
the line,” a high-ranking official of the Ministry said. “However, the importance of
settling the situation at the nuclear plant goes beyond the range of labor policy. I
cannot be confident about whether that or the safety of the workers should have
priority.” Even if expressed in a somewhat circumvented language, it could not be
clearer. [7]

Paul Jobin notes that the employees of subcontractors “often work below the
standards of protection. The boss of a small company residing near Fukushima 1,
who had worked on behalf of manufacturers of nuclear reactors (General Electric,
Hitachi and so on) showed me in 2002 the “no anomaly” stamp that he had used
for years to falsify the health records of workers for whom he was responsible,
until he was himself suffering from cancer and dismissed by Tepco.” [8]

The scandal having erupted publicly, workers at the crisis-hit plant got better
conditions of protection and compensation - in the hope that the employees of
subcontractors will also benefit from the new measures. But all this says a lot
about the state of unpreparedness of the nuclear industry and the government
for a major accident. Tepco had to confess that it had, even with respect to its
own employees, not defined a level of payment corresponding to the present
crisis, having “never contemplated a situation in which workers would operate
continuously at a high level of radiation.” [9]

All this also reveals the daily inhumanity of capitalism for which the health
and life of workers - or neighbouring populations, victims of the pollution -
is an adjustable variable, like wages. Thus, in the name of the interests of the
shareholders, Tepco had refused to implement legally required safety measures
and had negotiated lower insurance contracts. Tomorrow it will declare itself
bankrupt if necessary, leaving the state to take up the burden of compensation.
However, Tepco is not a marginal representative of the business world. Founded
in 1951, this Japanese multinational has become the largest private producer
of electricity in the world. Thus, the company’s policy casts a floodlight on the
background of the set, on the nature of actually existing capitalism.

http://internationalviewpoint.org/#nb6
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 Pierre Rousset is a member of the leadership of the Fourth International
particularly involved in solidarity with Asia. He is a member of the NPA in
France.

NOTES

[1] “l’Humanité” March 21, 2011

[2] “Le Monde”, March 19, 2011

[3] “Le Monde”, March 24, 2011

[4] op cit.

[5] AFP, March 29, 2011, http://www.europe-solidaire.org/spip.php?article21122

[6] AFP, op cit

[8] op cit

[9] “Asahi”, op cit

The nuclear lobby and the denial of
democracy
Source: http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2129

The Japanese Government has acknowledged that the accident at Fukushima
was“Level 7”, but only after the local elections were over. As for the international
nuclear authorities, they claim that the Japanese crisis has nothing to do with
that of Chernobyl, 25 years ago. Political calculations prevail once again over the
rights of citizens to information, protection and democracy.

If you thought that the evaluation of the seriousness of a nuclear accident
was scientifically rigorous, then it seems you were wrong; it is (also) a highly
political matter. Thus, only after the local elections of 10 April did the Japanese
government recognise that the Fukushima Daiichi distaster reached level 7, the
highest level on the INES scale [1]

Tokyo had first announced, against all evidence, that it was just an accident of
level 4 (which produces only “minor release of radioactive material probably
not requiring the implementation of planned contra-measures other than the
supervision of local foods”). This ranking was maintained between 12 March
and 18 March, during the phase of intense release of radioactivity (the leaking of
radioactive gases, explosions, fire ..)! Then, Tokyo claimed the accident did not
exceed the level 5 (ie. “limited” radioactive leaks). This succession of lies did not
prevent the governing party losing the local elections (however, its defeat might
have been even more severe if the truth had been told earlier). The government
must now prepare the population for a sustainable nuclear crisis: the company
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http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2129
http://internationalviewpoint.org/spip.php?article2129
http://internationalviewpoint.org/#nb1
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responsible for the site, Tepco, announced - with no guarantee! - that it will take
6 to 8 months to shut down the plant (in terms of its decommissioning, no one
knows what will happen).

French nuclear authorities, keen to appear to be acting transparently without
actually doing so, let it be known that the accident Fukushima was level 6. Yet
instead of rejoicing in the belated openness of their Japanese counterparts, they
are now being rather more circumspect.

Everything in effect lies in the symbolism. No one “shows” that means the
severity level 6 (“more than 5, less than 7” in the delicately chosen words
of one expert questioned about this on television). We can therefore expect
further claims that catastrophe will be avoided. In contrast, level 7 inevitably
evokes Chernobyl. It must be recognised therefore that we are dealing with a
disaster, and have been so from the start. It must also be admitted that a nuclear
catastrophe can occur in one of the most technologically advanced countries in
the world.

However imperfect it may be, the information provided in Japan fully justifies the
reclassification of the accident at level 7 on the INES scale. However, reflecting
the importance that this question has been given by the nucleocrat lobby,
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has been mobilised. Tokyo’s
admission was followed by a veritable media offensive to say that we could in no
sense compare Fukushima to Chernobyl, because the radioactivity released so far
(but what of tomorrow?) is only 10% of that which leaked in 1986.

It is very difficult to compare the emission levels of radioactivity when the
official figures supplied are so lacking in credibility and are also incomplete.
The Japanese authorities have not disclosed the assumptions and calculations
underlying their conclusions. Only air emissions have been taken into account
and not the very important marine discharges. The strength of the radiotoxicity
can not be estimated because too few radionuclides have been taken into account.
It is extremely urgent that in Japan independent organisations be allowed to
make independent measurements, as Criirad does in France. International
antinuclear networks should help to develop the necessary equipment.

All that being said, Fukushima is worse than Chernobyl in several ways. Firstly,
because it involves four reactors at the same time, not one (a scenario that had
never been considered by international authorities). Because the tonnage of
nuclear fuel present at the facility in Fukushima Daiichi is much larger (1760
tons instead of 180 tonnes in reactor No. 4 at Chernobyl). Also because it can
not be attributed to the irresponsibility of ’sorcerer’s apprentice’ engineers (as
was done in 1986). It has also defied all the assurances given about the risks (the
possibility of an earthquake of force 9 in this part of Japan had been ruled out).
And because it has lasted much longer - and continues to release radioactivity.
Finally, it occurred 25 years after the traumatic experience of Chernobyl, in a
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plant supposed to be much more secure - and in Japan, not in a state in terminal
crisis like the then Soviet Bielorussia/Ukraine.

By lying for a month about the severity of the accident, the Japanese government
has not taken the measures it should have to protect the public and workers
working on the site. In deliberately clouding the issue, French and international
nuclear authorities have tried to prevent any real debate on energy policy. A
straightforward denial of the right to information and democratic choice is the
real problem.

On April 3, activist Kazuyoshi Sato spoke at a rally held near the site of the
nuclear crisis. “I have engaged in the activities of our Fukushima Network for
Denuclearization for more than 20 years, but we are now confronted with the
ongoing nuclear disaster”. [2]

We do not want to face the same bitter reckoning in relation to other plants,
whether in France, Japan or elsewhere. We must abandon nuclear power. Now.

 Pierre Rousset is a member of the leadership of the Fourth International
particularly involved in solidarity with Asia. He is a member of the NPA in
France.
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commercially viable, they will go back to fossil fuels, with a few token 
renewables on the side. 
None of the concrete plans that any western government has 
produced are an adequate response to rising atmospheric carbon 
dioxide levels, whether they include the “nuclear option” or not. 
What features of capitalist system mean that it can be busy destroying 
the very environment on which “business” ultimately depends? 
Is it possible to have an energy plan that tackles climate change and 
also provides a decent living standard for the world’s masses, 
especially those that are now living in hunger and dire poverty? 
How do we decide whether nuclear power should feature in such a 
plan? 
The first two questions have been discussed at length in various 
publications by Socialist Resistance over the last 7 or 8 years. The 
meeting will briefly reiterate our views on the issues of capitalist 
accumulation, competition and growth, before addressing some of the 
questions raised by nuclear power itself. These will include: 
In what ways (if any) is nuclear power intrinsically different from 
other technologies that pose a risk to workers and the general public? 
Is the science around the health risks of ionising radiation “settled” in 
the way that the science of climate change is? 
And, if not, what are the implications? 
How do we assess risk and decide if a risk is “worth taking”? 
Should we apply the “precautionary principle” to new (or old) 
technologies? 
The meeting will also look at some views in the environmental 
movement on nuclear power, using as an illustration the debate 
between George Monbiot, who is now an advocate of the technology, 
and Helen Caldicott, who is a prominent opponent (see http://
www.monbiot.com/category/nuclear/ for this debate). It will be 
argued that the “green pro-nuclear lobby” is an ill-thought-out 
response to the apolitical and anti-scientific approach of a section of 
the anti-nuclear movement. 
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Discussion introduced by Phil Ward 
The disaster at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station has 
brought into sharp relief the political questions surrounding nuclear 
technology. Hailed by governments from the USA to China as the 
means to curb carbon dioxide emissions and thereby deal with the 
global warming crisis, the wisdom of resorting to nuclear generation 
of electricity is being questioned again, at least by many working class 
people, if not their rulers. 

In the face of this, 
most governments 
with plans for large 
nuclear 
programmes – the 
USA, China, Russia 
and Britain, for 
example – have 
tried to head off 
this growing 
opposition by 
ordering “safety 
reviews” of their 
current 
installations. 
 

Whether expansion plans continue depends less on the desires of 
these governments, than on other factors, such as fossil fuel prices 
and the increased cost of nuclear power due to stricter safety controls 
and higher insurance premiums. What has certainly been shown by 
their inaction over the past two decades on the issue – except the 
emission of a lot of hot air – is that climate change will not be a factor 
in their decisions. If they consider nuclear to be no longer 
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